The dancing hits of Manuel Dias will be one of the outstanding factors in the "Whizz Bang Revue" to be given in the Memorial Auditorium on Thursday evening, under the auspices of Walker-Rogers post, V.F.W. This accomplished dancer, besides being on Keith's circuit, has had a wide experience on the boards and has gathered together a number of offerings which are excellent as well as unique. Among his offerings will be a Russian dance.

To balance the rest of the dancing program there will be contributions by Mary Perkins, Evelyn Sousa, Rene and Landry, John Laverty, Ernest Potvin and a host of other individuals and the chorus numbers.

The singing acts will be also pleasing the program being attractively arranged with ballet and comic numbers. Many of the songs are accompanied by some fine tap or soft shoe dancing. As for the soloists, there will be Jack McArdle, Gordon Quigley, Harold Ahearn, Danny Sullivan, Evelyn Sousa, Frank Delmore, Rita Gauthier, Thomas J. Sayers and others.